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One of the characteristics of Alzheimer disease is the presence of neurotoxic deposits in brain tissue, which are largely
made up of a short, 39 – 42-amino acid-long peptide referred to
as amyloid ␤ (A␤).2 〈␤ peptide plays a major role in Alzheimer
disease pathogenesis (1). The deposits (plaques) are an active
subject of investigation in many research centers in an attempt
to design preventative and therapeutic approaches to the disease (2–14). The molecular structures and morphologies of the
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fibrils comprising the plaques have been studied at various levels with a variety of imaging and spectroscopic techniques
including neutron diffraction, atomic force microscopy, cryoelectronmicroscopy,magneticresonancespectroscopy,andfluorescence (8, 11–13, 15–22).
A typical characteristic of the fibrils is the presence of ribbon-like ␤-sheets with the strands close to perpendicular to the
axis of the fibril, whereas the hydrogen bonds between different
strands run parallel to the axis. In vitro studies of the full-length
fibrils (that comprise 40 – 42-residue peptides) demonstrate
multiple morphological possibilities for fibril structures that
are very much dependent on the details of the growth conditions (23–25). However, the characteristics of molecular structures are largely preserved (11). For example, in the wild-type
sequence, only structures that contain parallel ␤-sheets are
observed (Fig. 1) (9, 24 –28). By contrast, antiparallel ␤-sheet
structures can found in the D23N (Iowa) mutant (6, 13, 29, 30),
which is associated with an early onset of the neurodegeneration process (6). The polymorphs of D23N with the antiparallel
␤-sheet structures are “protofibrils”; i.e. they are relatively short
and curved fibril-like intermediates. They are metastable and
eventually convert to mature D23N fibrils, which have parallel
␤-sheet structures that are very similar to wild-type A␤ fibrils
(13, 22, 29).
Although both parallel and antiparallel structures can display
cytotoxicity (13), the level of toxicity varies greatly depending
on the morphological form (11, 31). These polymorphs are
often viewed as twisted or parallel shapes using transmission
electron microscopy (11, 25, 32, 33). The antiparallel ␤-sheet
structure represents perhaps the most extreme variability in
morphology among polymorphs identified up to date. Effective
drug development has not been achieved so far, and one of the
possible reasons is the complexity of the polymorphs and interconversions between them as well as the presence of conformational diversity within each polymorph.
The intrinsic conformational diversity of the A␤ monomer is
well known. In solution, A␤ lacks regular ␣-helical or ␤stranded structure and is recognized as an intrinsically disordered protein (33–36). However, studies of dynamics in the
fibril forms at site-specific level are relatively sparse (37). The
most common view is that the hydrophobic core of the fibrils is
rigid, complemented by other relative flexible regions (33,
38 – 40). The flexibility of non-core regions has been shown by
multiple techniques such as nuclear magnetic resonance (9, 24,
25, 41– 43), electron paramagnetic resonance, (28) hydrogendeuterium exchange probed by mass-spectrometry (44 – 46),
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Amyloid fibril deposits found in Alzheimer disease patients
are composed of amyloid-␤ (A␤) protein forming a number of
hydrophobic interfaces that are believed to be mostly rigid. We
have investigated the s-ms time-scale dynamics of the intrastrand hydrophobic core and interfaces of the fibrils composed
of A␤1– 40 protein. Using solid-state 2H NMR line shape experiments performed on selectively deuterated methyl groups, we
probed the 3-fold symmetric and 2-fold symmetric polymorphs
of native A␤ as well as the protofibrils of D23N Iowa mutant,
associated with an early onset of Alzheimer disease. The dynamics of the hydrophobic regions probed at Leu-17, Leu-34, Val-36,
and Met-35 side chains were found to be very pronounced at all
sites and in all polymorphs of A␤, with methyl axis motions
persisting down to 230 –200 K for most of the sites. The dominant mode of motions is the rotameric side chain jumps, with
the Met-35 displaying the most complex multi-modal behavior.
There are distinct differences in the dynamics among the three
protein variants, with the Val-36 site displaying the most variability. Solvation of the fibrils does not affect methyl group
motions within the hydrophobic core of individual cross-␤ subunits but has a clear effect on the motions at the hydrophobic
interface between the cross-␤ subunits, which is defined by
Met-35 contacts. In particular, hydration activates transitions
between additional rotameric states that are not sampled in the
dry protein. Thus, these results support the existence of wateraccessible cavity recently predicted by molecular dynamics simulations and suggested by cryo-EM studies.
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and x-ray crystallography (47). Based on x-ray, cryo-EM studies
(16, 48), and molecular dynamics simulations (49, 50), it has
also been suggested that some of the polymorphs can have a
hollow hydrophobic core cavity that can be relatively wateraccessible. A recent study based on solid-state NMR and modeling has also explored the role of cavities in the interaction
between A␤ and a non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drug (51,
52). In this respect the relative orientation and hydrophobic
contact between methionine 35 residues belonging to different
cross-␤ subunits are particularly important in defining the
structure of the cavities (Fig. 1).
Two main lines of inquiry are pursued in this work. First, we
challenge the view that the hydrophobic core of A␤ is rigid. In
principle, rigidity/flexibility can be either thermodynamic or
kinetic in nature or both. Our experiments allow for distinguishing among these scenarios and emphasize specifically the
role of kinetic factors in the s-ms motions of the methyl-bearing side chains. Furthermore, we investigate the effect of solvation on the dynamics of the hydrophobic core and hydrophobic
interfaces of A␤. One piece of evidence for the flexibility of the
core region was obtained by Adler et al. (53) on the basis of
solid-state 13C,1H order parameters of several non-polar side
chains in fibrils composed of A␤1– 40. They have probed the side
chains of Val-18, Phe-20, Ala-21, and Gly-33 in the native form
and with several systematic mutations involving the Phe-19 –
Leu-34 hydrophobic contact (9, 23, 25) and found relatively
large amplitude motions for the solvent-exposed side chains of
AUGUST 26, 2016 • VOLUME 291 • NUMBER 35
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FIGURE 1. A, examples of transmission electron microscopy images of the
wild-type fibrils composed of A␤1– 40 and the corresponding quaternary
structures in which the position of Met-35 side chains are color-coded in red.
The following polymorphs are shown: striated-ribbon/2-fold symmetric polymorph of native A␤1– 40 (PDB ID 2LMN) and twisted/3-fold symmetric polymorph of native A␤1– 40 (PDB ID 2LMP). B, a ribbon diagram of the monomer
corresponding to the wild-type A␤1– 40 in the 2-fold morphology with the side
chains of Leu-17, Leu-34, Val-36, and Met-35 investigated in this work shown
in red. The 3-fold morphology has a very similar monomeric unit. C, an example of transmission electron microscopy image of the D23N mutant A␤1– 40
protofibrils with antiparallel ␤-sheet structure. D, a ribbon diagram of the
D23N protofibrils with the side chains of Leu-17, Leu-34, Val-36, and Met-35
investigated in this work shown in red (PDB ID 2LNQ).

Val-18 and Phe-20. In addition, Fawzi et al. (54) utilized solution NMR dark-exchange saturation transfer measurements of
methyl groups to characterize the ensemble of states that can be
sampled on the surfaces of protofibrils, which likely has implications for the flexibility of the A␤1– 40 peptide in the mature
fibril forms.
We evaluate the flexibility of the core by site-specific studies
of key methyl groups in mature fibrils composed of A␤1– 40
peptide. We investigate the core within each cross-␤ subunit by
using Leu-17, Leu-34, and Val-36 as probes as well as the hydrophobic interface between different cross-␤ subunits using the
Met-35 side chains as probes. We probe the effect of morphology on the dynamics of these sites by looking at fibrils in two
distinctly different polymorphs for which the structural models
are available (11, 13). The examples of transmission electron
microscopy images and basic structural representations for
these two morphologies, referred to as the “twisted/3-fold symmetric” and “striated ribbon/2-fold symmetric,” are displayed
in Fig. 1. The twisted polymorph is composed of trimers,
whereas the striated ribbon morphology has a 2-fold symmetry.
We note that other investigated polymorphs of A␤ have the
same arrangement of side chains, although other aspects of
the structures are different (25). Furthermore, we investigate
the effect of differences in the secondary structures by looking
at the D23N mutant with the antiparallel ␤-sheet structure. The
D23N protofibrils are the only toxic intermediate for which a
detailed molecular structural model exists. This form is not
thermodynamically stable, and it has been shown to spontaneously convert to the parallel ␤-sheet structure upon quiescent
incubation of the mixture for 30 days at room temperature (29).
Structural models indicate that the hydrophobic core of the
D23N mutant is somewhat smaller compared with the wildtype in both the protofibrils and the mature forms (13, 22). In
this respect probing the dynamics at the Val-36 position, which
is not part of the hydrophobic core in the D23N protofibrils, is
particularly interesting, as it can be correlated with the structural differences.
We measure the motions on the time scale of 103-108 s⫺1
over a very wide temperature range between 310 and 150 K.
Static solid-state deuteron NMR line shape analysis is our main
experimental tool, which is sensitive to motions on the order of
the quadrupolar coupling constant (55). Deuterium is a particularly sensitive probe of dynamics and renders a relative ease of
data interpretation, as the spectra are dominated by one singleparticle mechanism; that is, the interaction of the nuclear electric quadrupole moment with the electric field gradient at the
site of the nucleus (55). We observe hydrophobic core flexibility, which is driven by the kinetic factors for both the wild-type
fibrils and the D23N protofibrils at all sites and morphologies.
Furthermore, we characterize the differences in the dynamics
between these A␤ polymorphs as well the dependence of the
dynamics on solvation. Although the methyl group dynamics in
the core of the individual cross-␤ subunits are not dependent
on solvation, the flexibility of the hydrophobic interface
between the cross-␤ subunits, as probed by Met-35 contacts,
clearly depends on hydration.
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Results
Line Shape Data Indicates Hydrophobic Core Mobility Down to
200 –190 K
In our work we use a so-called “single-labeling” approach, in
which deuterium labels are introduced in only one selected residue. The details of the labeling patterns are described under
“Experimental Procedures.” For every morphology, four samples have been prepared with methyl groups deuterated at
either Leu-17, Leu-34, Met-35, or Val-36 side chains. Deuterium NMR line shape analysis on each sample thus reflects the
dynamics at each individual side chain. 2H line shapes are governed by the quadrupolar interaction, which is modulated by
internal fluctuations. In the absence of motions, a characteristic
Pake pattern is obtained. Fast methyl rotation narrows the
widths of the pattern by a factor of ⬃1⁄3 (Fig. 2C). Motions on
the time scale of the quadrupolar coupling constant affect both
the width and the shape of the spectrum.
The first significant result is that motional narrowing is present to a considerable extent at temperatures as low as 230 –190
K for all sites and all three fibril forms investigated here (Fig. 2
and supplemental Fig. S1); that is, the wild-type A␤ with either
the 2-fold or the 3-fold morphologies and the D23N mutant
with the antiparallel ␤-sheet structure. This result indicates
hydrophobic core mobility persisting to low temperatures and
contrasts with data obtained for a globular protein, villin headpiece, for which s-ms motions were quenched as the temperature was lowered to 250 –240 K (56). We note that the narrow
peak at zero frequency originates from liquid HOD molecules
present in the sample at higher temperatures.
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Dependence of Line Shapes on Morphology and Molecular
Structure
For the core residues (Leu-17, Leu-34, and Val-36) there are
modest but clear differences in the line shapes and their temperature dependences between the 2-fold and 3-fold morphologies of the wild-type A␤ (Fig. 2), indicating that the dynamics
are sensitive to the morphological state. The Val-36 site appears
most sensitive to changes in morphology. At room temperature, the 3-fold morphology line shapes are less motionally narrowed compared with the 2-fold morphology for all of the
three core sites. Although this trend persists for all temperatures for the Val-36 side chain, it is switched for the lowest
temperatures for Leu-17 and Leu-34 side chains, reflecting
variations in the temperature dependence of the dynamics. A
comparison between the wild-type and the D23N mutant
reveals that the dynamics of the mutant are indistinguishable
from the 2-fold wild-type variant for the Leu-34 site. For the
Leu-17 side chain, the line shape data for the mutant does
not overlay perfectly with the 2-fold wild-type data, but it is
clear that it is much closer to the wild-type 2-fold morphology in comparison to that of the 3-fold morphology. The
mutant protein is much more mobile at the Val-36 site compared with the wild-type protein.
For the Met-35 side chain defining the hydrophobic interface
between different cross-␤ subunits (Fig. 1), the line shapes are
indistinguishable for the 2-fold and 3-fold morphology for both
the hydrated and dry states (Fig. 2 and supplemental Fig. S1),
indicating that the motions on the time scales of the quadrupolar coupling constant (53 kHz) are the same in the two forms.
The differences in the line shapes between the wild-type and
VOLUME 291 • NUMBER 35 • AUGUST 26, 2016
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FIGURE 2. Experimental 2H NMR static line shapes for Leu-17, Leu-34, and Val-36 (A) and Met-35 (B) in the native A␤1– 40 2-fold (blue) and 3-fold (red) symmetric
polymorphs and in the D23N mutant protofibrils (black). C, a simulated Pake-pattern for a methyl group undergoing fast methyl rotations in the absence of
s-ms motions. The experimental spectra were collected twice to ensure reproducibility. Additionally, the following replicate samples were prepared and
analyzed to ensure reproducibility: Leu-34-labeled in the 2- and 3-fold polymorphs, Leu-17-labeled in the 3-fold polymorph, and Met-35 in the 3-fold
polymorph.
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D23N mutant proteins became more pronounced at temperatures below ⬃260 K.
Dependence of the Line Shapes on Solvation
The line shapes for the core residues of Leu-17, Leu-34,
and Val-36 are identical in the hydrated state (200% water
content by weight) and dried lyophilized state (Fig. 3). This is
in striking contrast with results for hydrophobic core residues of globular proteins for which the dynamics on a s-ms
time scale are strongly dependent on the hydration state
(56 –59). Unlike the core residues, Met-35 line shapes display strong hydration dependence for both polymorphs (Fig.
3 and supplemental Fig. S1), with the hydrated state showing
much more motionally narrowed line shapes at high (physiological) temperatures and wider line shapes at lower temperatures. Thus, the presence of water has a profound effect
on the dynamics of the hydrophobic cavity defined by the
Met-35 contacts.
Computational Modeling of the Data Indicates Rotameric
Jumps with Low Activation Barriers
The Motional Models
Leucine and Valine—The leucine side chain has two torsional
angles (1 and 2) that allow for existence of multiple rotameric
states (Fig. 4). Therefore, rotameric jumps are the main mechanism of large-amplitude motions in these side chains. The
motional model of rotameric interconversions involving both
1 and 2 angles for leucine side chains has been used for a
variety of systems from free amino acids to proteins to peptides
adsorbed on surfaces (60 – 62). Thus, the use of such a model
AUGUST 26, 2016 • VOLUME 291 • NUMBER 35
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FIGURE 3. Experimental line shapes for the dry (black) and hydrated (red)
states. Upper panel, A␤1– 40 wild-type fibrils at 294 K for Leu-17, Leu-34, and
Val-36 and at 310 K for Met-35. Lower panel, globular villin headpiece protein
hydrophobic core residues at 298 K (56).

allows for comparison between different types of systems. As
described in detail in the supplemental information, all rotamers of leucine side chains can be reduced to four magnetically
non-equivalent sites. We thus take interconversions between
four rotameric states as the basis of our model (Fig. 4). Several
works have used a two-state approximation (60, 61); however,
we found that the four-state model provides a significant
improvement over the two-state scenario. We assumed that the
four states consist of one major conformer and three non-equivalent minor conformers, such that the populations can be
modeled in w:1:1:1 ratio, where w ⬎ 1 stands for the relative
weight of a single major conformer. Introduction of non-equivalent populations of the minor conformers did not lead to significant improvement of simulated data. Besides the population
parameter w, the rate of jumps between the rotameric states,
krot, is another parameter of the model. The side chain of valine
allows for rotations around one dihedral angle only (1), leading
to the existence of three rotameric states modeled with the
w:1:1 ratio. The full description of the model and its implementation can be found in supplemental Figs. S2 and S3). We note
that the additional librations inside the rotameric well, which
manifest themselves as an effective asymmetry, were not visible
across the entire temperature range and, therefore, were not
included in the model for the hydrophobic core methyl groups
in A␤. In contrast, in the hydrophobic core of the globular villin
headpiece protein the asymmetry was evident at temperatures
below 260 –240 K (56, 62).
Methionine—Methionine has the longest side chain with
three dihedral angles, thus displaying the most complex
dynamics. We have first attempted to fit the entire temperature
range postulating that the only motional mode is due to rotations around the 3 dihedral angle leading to three conformers
in analogy to the valine model (Fig. 4). An additional improvement in the quality of the fits was obtained by introducing the
motions inside the rotameric well. The need for such a mode is
evident from low temperature spectra, which display an additional asymmetry. Based on our previous work on globular proteins (62), this type of motion is modeled well by diffusion of the
methyl axes along an arc (Fig. 4).
This approach was sufficient for the dry methionine-labeled
sample but has failed to produce an adequate fit to the data for
the hydrated samples at temperatures above 250 K (supplemental Fig. S4 A). We have then attempted to fit the data using two
additional conformers with respect to the 2 angle listed as
statistically most populated conformers in the DYNEOMICS
database (63). This approach has not provided significant
improvement, thus indicating that at high temperatures
almost all rotameric conformers are activated. Rather than
specifying all possible geometries, populations, and rates
around all of the three dihedral angles, which would be a
clear overfitting of the data, we have chosen to approximate
all of these multiple possibilities by the symmetrical scheme
analogous to the leucine case: four directions of the S-C⑀
bond stemming from the sulfur atoms toward the four corners of the tetrahedron (Fig. 4). This approach has adequately represented the high temperature regime (approximately higher than 250 K) but produced a significantly worse
quality of the fit for low temperatures (supplemental Fig. S4A)
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compared with the simpler model with rotameric transition
around the 3 angle only. If this model is nonetheless forced
over the entire temperature regime, the resulting temperature dependence of populations (ln w) starts to deviate from
linearity around 240 –250 K (supplemental Fig. S4B). Thus,
the data for the hydrated samples pointed toward a change in
the motional regime around 250 K; below this temperature only
rotamers corresponding to rotations around the 3 angle are
significantly populated, whereas above this temperature additional rotameric transitions are activated.
Rotameric Jump Rate Constants and Energy Differences
between the Rotameric States
The main parameters of the model are the weights of the
major rotamer w and the rate of rotameric interconversions
krot. The physical meaning of the essential parameters dis-
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cussed in this section is summarized in Table 1, and examples
comparing experimental and fitted spectra are shown in Fig.
5. The details of the modeling procedure, additional examples of the quality of the fits, and the resulting fitting parameters can be found in the supplemental material, Figs. S5 and
S6, and Table S1).
The temperature dependence of the fitted values of w (supplemental Fig. S5) indicates that, in general, they should not be
constrained to follow the Boltzmann law because a non-zero
y-intercept has been observed for several cases (supplemental
Table S1, denoted by b). The temperature dependence of the
populations yields the energy differences between the major
and minor rotameric states ⌬E (Fig. 6), and the temperature
dependence of the rate constants (supplemental Fig. S6) is used
to calculate the activation energy of the rotameric jumps Ea
(Fig. 7) according to the Arrhenius law. Note that for the methiVOLUME 291 • NUMBER 35 • AUGUST 26, 2016
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FIGURE 4. A, motional models of leucine. Rotameric jumps around 1 and 2 angle are represented by four magnetically non-equivalent conformers (out of nine
possible configurations) pointing toward the corners of a tetrahedron. White spheres correspond to the C␦ position, blue spheres correspond to C␥, and black
spheres are for C␤ and C␣, the positions of which are not changed during the rotameric inter-conversions. B, valine. Rotameric jumps around the 1 angle are
represented by three conformers. C, methionine. Arc motion mode (motions within rotameric potential) is used for all states and all temperatures. Rotameric
motions mode involving only the 3 angle is used for the dry state at all temperatures and for the hydrated state at T ⬍ 250 K. For the hydrated state at T ⬎ 250
K, rotameric motions (involving in reality all three 1, 2, and 3 angles) are approximated by four artificial symmetrical conformers. Positions of the 2H labels
at the methyl groups of the side chains are shown in red.

Flexibility and Solvation of A␤ Hydrophobic Core
TABLE 1
Main parameters and their physical meaning
Parameter
krot
w
⌬E
Ea
O2

Meaning
Rate constant for jumps between different rotameric states of the side chains (kinetic).
Population of the dominant rotameric state relative to all other states (thermodynamic).
Energy difference between the dominant rotameric state and all other states, which are assumed to be degenerate (thermodynamic).
Activation energy for the transitions between the rotameric states (kinetic).
Methyl axis order parameter, signifying the extent of fluctuations from the dominant methyl axes orientation (thermodynamic).

FIGURE 7. Activation energies Ea of rotameric jumps. A, hydrophobic core
residues. The values for the dry and hydrated samples are identical. B, Met-35
site. The values for the 2-fold and 3-fold polymorphs are identical in both the
dry and hydrated states.

FIGURE 6. Energy differences ⌬E between the major and minor rotamers.
A, hydrophobic core residues. The values for the dry and hydrated samples
are identical. B, Met-35 site. The values for the 2-fold and 3-fold polymorphs
are identical in both the dry and hydrated states.

onine-labeled samples two different fits were performed for the
ranges below and above 250 K, corresponding to the two different regimes, as elaborated in the above section.
AUGUST 26, 2016 • VOLUME 291 • NUMBER 35

For the hydrophobic core residues of Leu-17, Leu-34, and
Val-36, the ⌬E values (Fig. 6) are smaller for the 3-fold morphology of the wild-type A␤ compared with the 2-fold by a
factor of 1.3–2.3. The largest effect is seen for the Val-36 site.
The values of ⌬E for the D23N are indistinguishable from the
2-fold wild-type morphology for Leu-17 and Leu-34 but is
larger for the Val-36 by a factor of 1.7 and is smaller for Met-35
by a factor of 1.5. In general, the values of ⌬E range between 3 to
10 kJ/mol and are comparable to what we have previously
observed for the globular protein, villin headpiece. (56). Comparison between the hydrated Met-35-labeled protein and the
dry one indicates that the value of ⌬E changes from 8.5 kJ/mol
(hydrated) to 4 kJ/mol (dry), indicating that hydration increases
the separation of energy levels of the rotameric states even at
the low temperature regime when the bulk water is frozen.
The values of the activation energies Ea for the hydrophobic
core region are somewhat smaller (by a factor up to 1.5) for the
3-fold morphology of the wild-type in comparison to the 2-fold
wild-type A␤ (Fig. 7). The fits for the Leu-17 side chain in D23N
indicate that its value of Ea is indistinguishable from the values
JOURNAL OF BIOLOGICAL CHEMISTRY
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FIGURE 5. Examples of overlays of the experimental (blue) and fitted
spectra (brown line) shown for the Leu-17 site in the 2-fold morphology
and the Met-35 site in the 3-fold morphology in the hydrated state.
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obtained for the 2-fold morphology of the wild-type samples.
Thus, the observed slight differences in the line shapes for the
Leu-17 samples in the native 2-fold and antiparallel D23N
states are not due the differences in the activation energies but,
rather, are due to the differences in the Arrhenius prefactors.
This suggests variations in the width of the potentials rather
than their heights. The difference in the prefactor is also evident between the 2-fold and 3-fold variants for the Val-36 site
(supplemental Table S1).
Comparison of the hydrated and dry proteins’ activation
energies at the Met-35 site (Fig. 7, supplemental Table S1) in the
low temperature region indicates both a smaller activation
energy and a smaller prefactor in the hydrated sample, again
emphasizing that the effect of solvation persists beyond the
temperatures at which the bulk water freezes. The D23N
mutant activation energy is somewhat larger for the high temperature regime (3.5 kJ in the mutant compared with 2.8 kJ/mol
in the wild-type), and the prefactor is a factor of 10 larger, indicating large differences in the widths of the potential. The activation energy is significantly larger for the mutant sample (5.4
kJ/mol) in the low temperature regime. Thus, at low temperatures the dynamics appear to be no less sensitive to the details of
the local environment compared with high temperatures. An
important overall conclusion is that for all of the samples, activation energies of the rotameric jump modes are very low,
under 3.5 kJ/mol, with the exception of Met-35 residue in D23N
sample in the low temperature regime.
Order Parameters for Methyl Axes Fluctuations
Whereas computational modeling of the data within the
framework of a specific motional model is useful in providing
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mechanistic insights into the dynamic processes and their driving forces, analysis of the data within the framework of order
parameters facilitates comparison between different proteins
and different techniques. For the case of rotameric jumps, order
parameters for the methyl axes fluctuations reflect the distribution over multiple rotameric states and, thus, provide a thermodynamic picture of the mobility. Details regarding calculation
of the order parameters are presented in the supplemental
material.
The values of the squared order parameters O2 as well as their
temperature dependence are shown in Fig. 8. For the highest
temperatures of 310 K and 295 K, the values of O2 are in the
0.44 – 0.69 range for all leucine and valine side chains with the
exception of the D23N Val-36 sample, for which the order
parameter is much lower with the value of 0.24. All of the
order parameters for methyl axes motion are comparable to
or smaller than the value of 0.72 measured for the solventexposed Val-18 side chain by Huster and co-workers (53)
using dipolar 13C,1H experiments. Although the location of
the probe and the choice of the experiment can affect the
resulting value of the order parameters, in this case it is clear
that the core residues are no less flexible than this solventexposed side chain.
D23N Val-36 site displays the steepest temperature dependence with the derivative dO2/dT of 5.7 ⫻ 10⫺3 K⫺1. All other
temperature dependence coefficients for valine and leucine
side chains are in the 1.6 ⫻ 10⫺3 K⫺1 to 3.6 ⫻ 10⫺3 K⫺1 range,
which is similar to those observed for villin headpiece subdomain and other proteins based on solution NMR relaxation
data (64 – 66). We also note that the temperature dependence
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FIGURE 8. A, the values of the squared order parameters of methyl axes O2 as a function of temperature T. The solid lines represent linear fits. B, the values of
dO2/dT.
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Discussion
Low Activation Energies Are the Driving Force for the Persistence of the Dynamics at Low Temperatures—Our 2H NMR
studies have shown that the hydrophobic core and interfaces of
amyloid fibrils are highly dynamic, with s-ms motions persisting to temperatures of 230 –190 K. This result contrasts with
our previous finding for a globular protein (56) for which the
dynamics on this time scale were already frozen at 240 K for all
hydrophobic core leucine and valine residues. Modeling and
comparison with the villin headpiece data indicates that low
activation energies for rotameric jumps are the driving force for
the persistence of the dynamics at low temperatures. The activation energies range from 1.1 to 3.5 kJ/mol for almost all of the
samples in A␤, whereas in villin headpiece some of the methylbearing side chains exhibited activation energy barriers as high
as 37 kJ/mol.
Comparison of the core dynamics of A␤ fibrils and villin
headpiece at room temperature indicates markedly larger values of rotameric rate constants for A␤; the median value is
2.3 ⫻ 104 s⫺1 for hydrophobic core villin headpiece and 1.4 ⫻
105 s⫺1 for all wild-type A␤ sites probed here. The values of w
are somewhat larger at room temperatures for A␤ (median of
11.8) compared with the villin headpiece (median of 6.5).
A comparison of the observed ranges of methyl axes order
parameters for the hydrophobic core A␤ with the data for villin
headpiece subdomain and other globular proteins in solution
state supports the notion that amplitudes/statistical weights
and their temperature dependence is relatively similar in these
systems. A direct comparison between the rotameric rate for
globular proteins obtained by means of solution NMR with the
values obtained here for A␤ is difficult due to the fact that the
solid-state experiments are sensitive to slow ms-s time scales,
which are masked by overall molecular tumbling in laboratory
frame solution NMR relaxation measurements. The main conclusion is that the kinetics, rather than the statistical weights of
the conformers, drive the main differences between the dynamics in the fibrils compared with globular proteins, as emphasized in Table 2.
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TABLE 2
Comparison of A␤ mobility (in the hydrated state) with globular proteins
Thermodynamic
⌬E; similar
Temperature
dependence of
O2; similar

Kinetic
krot at room temperature; much larger for
A␤ (higher mobility for A␤)
Ea; much smaller for A␤ (higher mobility for A␤)

Sensitivity to Morphological Forms—The dynamics in the
core region are moderately sensitive to morphological form.
The twisted/3-fold morphology has a tendency to have somewhat smaller values of activation energies as well as smaller
values of energy differences between the rotameric states. The
differences in the line shapes are most pronounced for the
Val-36 side chain. The dynamics of the D23N mutant protein
with the antiparallel ␤-sheet structure are very similar to the
2-fold variant for both the Leu-17 and Leu-34 sites but are
clearly different (more mobile) for the Val-36 site. This result is
consistent with the structural data that indicated that in the
D23N protofibrils, Val-36 is outside the hydrophobic core
region, has limited hydrophobic contacts compared with
Leu-17 and Leu-34 side chains, and lacks interstrand hydrogen bonding that is present in the wild-type polymorphs of
A␤ (13, 22).
Met-35 side chains display the most complex dynamics characterized by rotameric modes, which can include either one or
all three dihedral angles depending on the temperature and
solvation. In addition, methionine side chains display methyl
axis motions inside the rotameric wells. Met-35 line shapes are
identical for the 2-fold and 3-fold morphologies, which is surprising based on the differences in the structural models. Further NMR relaxation measurements can shed light on possible
differences for motions at a different range of time scales. Prade
et al. (52) have noted that despite the structural differences in
the contact interface within the 2-fold and 3-fold polymorphs,
the polarity of the cavities do not differ. For the mutant protein
at the Met-35 position, the differences in the line shapes from
the wild-type morphologies are most pronounced at temperatures below 250 –260 K, at which the motions around the 3
angle start to become predominant. Thus, the monomeric
nature of the protofibrils appears to have the largest effect at
low temperatures for the Met-35 side chain. The single subunit
with antiparallel ␤-sheet structure definitely affects the local
environment of the Met-35 methyl axes. It is also of note that,
according to the structural models (13), Met-35 is right at the
edge of the ␤-sheet core region in the protofibrils, whereas the
core extends to the C-terminal residues in the wild-type A␤.
Lee and Wand (64) emphasized the role of tri-modal distribution for the methyl-axes order parameters. They are statistically clustered in three bands, the low band with the average of
0.3 at room temperature, the middle band with the average
of 0.6, and the upper band with the average of 0.8. The dynamics
of the lowest band correspond to large scale fluctuations and
are most coupled to the solvent modes according to the hierarchical view of the dynamics proposed by Frauenfelder et al.
(68). The dynamics of the middle and upper bands involve
interconversions between substates depending on the internal
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of the order parameters for valine and leucine side chains is
1.3–1.9⫻ smaller in the 3-fold morphology compared with that
of the 2-fold morphology.
As expected based on the long and flexible methionine side
chains, their order parameters are relatively small at 310 K,
ranging from 0.18 to 0.33 for the hydrated samples. Interestingly, despite the onset of the additional rotameric modes above
around 250 K, the temperature dependence of the order parameters remains roughly linear, with the temperature coefficients
of 4.2 䡠10⫺3 K⫺1 for the hydrated wild-type protein, and 2.6 ⫻
10⫺3 K⫺1 for the mutant protein. The wild-type dry protein has
a significantly lower temperature coefficient of 2.5 ⫻ 10⫺3 K⫺1
compared with the hydrated protein, again underlying the role
of solvent. These temperature coefficients are within the ranges
reported for methionine in other systems (67). Around the
transition region between the two regimes (238 and 258 K
points), larger deviations from the linear trend were observed,
indicating the imperfection of fitting the line shapes with two
different models.
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TABLE 3
Summary of essential results on hydration and morphology dependence
⌵/〈, not applicable.
Regions
Hydrophobic core of A␤ (Leu-17, Leu-34, Val-36)
Met-35 of A␤
Hydrophobic core of villin headpiece subdomain

Hydration dependence
(for native polymorphs of A␤ only)

Morphology dependence
(includes D23N protofibrils)

None
Strong
Strong

Moderate
None
N/A

Experimental Procedures
Preparation of A␤1– 40 Peptide and D23N Mutant
The native and D23N mutant proteins were prepared using
solid-state peptide synthesis (performed by Thermo Fisher Sci-
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entific Co., Rockford, IL). Fluorenylmethyloxycarbonyl (Fmoc)leucine-5,5,5-d3 and Fmoc-valine-d8 were purchased from
Cambridge Isotopes Laboratories (Andover, MA), and Fmocmetionine-d3 was from CDN Isotopes, Inc. (QC, Canada). The
native sequence is DAEFRHDSGYEVHHQKLVFFAEDVGSNKGAIIGLMVGGVV. The peptides were purified by reversed-phase HPLC, and their identity and purity were confirmed by mass spectrometry and reversed-phase HPLC. The
resulting peptides had isotopic labels in only one chosen residue. For leucine- and methionine-labeled peptides this procedure leads to 50% labeling for each of the two prochiral methyl
groups in the protein. The details of the labeling patterns are
shown in Fig. 4.
Preparation of the Fibrils
Wild-type Protein—Fibrils of the wild-type A␤1– 40 for both
the twisted/3-fold and striated ribbon/2-fold morphologies
were produced using established seeded growth protocols
under quiescent conditions (11, 24). For preparation of the bulk
samples, lyophilized peptides were initially dissolved at 5 mM
concentration in dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) and immediately
transferred to the solution of 10 mM monosodium phosphate
buffer at the pH of 7.4, also containing seeds in 1:10 ratio by
weight. The fibrils were allowed to grow for 48 –72 h at room
temperature with sonication performed at 12 and 24 h during
the growth of the bulk samples; aliquots corresponding to 10%
of the bulk volume were taken out of solution and sonicated for
120 s using a probe sonicator, cooled for 15 min, and then added
back to the bulk solution. The peptide concentration of the bulk
sample was 1 mg/ml. Sonication patterns were different for the
preparation of seeds; for the 2-fold symmetric polymorph, sonication was performed every 3– 4 h, and the growth occurred
under agitated conditions. For the 3-fold symmetric variant,
sonication was performed at 24 h with the growth occurring
under quiescent conditions. The bulk fibrils were pelleted by
centrifuging at 300,000 g for 3 h followed by resuspending the
pellets in the buffer and the second round of centrifugation.
The washing procedure was done to bring the amount of any
signal due to the natural abundance of 2H in the DMSO solvent,
used for dissolving the peptide, under 0.1%. Fibril pellets were
resuspended in deionized water, rapidly frozen with liquid
nitrogen, and lyophilized. Typical yields of lyophilized fibrils
were 50 –70% that of the mass of the initially dissolved peptide.
Lower yields are possibly due to the fact that the bulk sample
preparation required larger amounts of protein compared with
what is typically used for structural measurements, and thus,
the growth has been performed in larger/different vessels. It is
possible that longer growth times in excess of 3 days could be
beneficial for larger amounts of A␤ for room temperature
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protein modes. Within this definition, hydrophobic core side
chains of Leu-17 and Leu-34 in all morphological forms as well
as the side chain Val-36 in the 3-fold form fall into the middle
band. Val-36 in the 2-fold form with the order parameter of 0.75
at 295 K is within the upper band, and the D23N variant of
Val-36 is the only site that falls into the lower band for hydrophobic core residues. The methionine side chains fall into the
lower band in all three morphological forms of the fibrils.
Hydrophobic Core Methyl Group Dynamics Do Not Depend
on Hydration, Whereas the Met-35 Site Is Hydrationdependent—An overview of hydration and morphology dependence of A␤1– 40 is summarized in Table 3. Solvation can be
essential in changing the overall plasticity/rigidity of the protein, and multiple experimental and computational efforts have
been devoted to describing the role of water in defining protein
dynamics on various time scales (59, 68). The role of water on
the dynamics and the presence of water-accessible cavities can
play an important role in rational drug design. A very important
and unexpected result of this work is the effect of solvation on
the motions of methyl axes. The dynamics in the hydrophobic
core region (Leu-17, Leu-34, and Val-36) sites are not at all
dependent on the hydration. Thus, this distinguishes the core of
the fibrils from the core of globular proteins, for which methyl
axes dynamics show strong dependence on water content. In
contrasttothefibrilcore,thereisapronouncedhydrationdependence at the hydrophobic interface defined by Met-35 contacts
spanning different strands/units. Specifically, above ⬃250 –260
K, solvation activates transitions between additional rotameric
states, which are not significantly populated in the absence of
water. It is also interesting that the effect of solvation on the
dynamics persists across the entire temperature range, well
beyond the point at which the bulk solvent is frozen. These
results support the existence of a water-accessible cavity predicted by the recent molecular dynamics studies using the
3-fold structure (49, 50) as well as with the work by McDonald
et al. (16) based on x-ray diffraction measurements, thus further emphasizing the role of this cavity in targeted drug design.
Based on the fact that both the 3-fold and the 2-fold polymorphs show identical dynamics on s-ms time scale as well as
identical hydration dependence, our experiments support the
notion that the Met-35 contacts defining the cavity are along
the fibril axis rather than across the axis, in agreement to what
has been proposed based on the molecular dynamics studies
(49).
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Transmission Electron Microscopy Imaging
Samples were stored at room temperature (native A␤) or at
4 °C (D23N) and diluted to ⬃0.2 mg/ml with hydro, Milliporefiltered water. Samples were negatively stained using the drop
method (69) in the following manner; 4-l aliquots of sample,
Millipore-filtered water, and 2% uranyl acetate aqueous stain
were applied sequentially to a freshly glow-discharged (70)
Formvar carbon-coated 300 mesh copper grid for the following
incubation times: 2 min, 1min, and 1 min. Each 4-l droplet was
removed with a 5-s filter paper blot before the addition of the
next droplet. After staining, the grid was air-dried for 3 min.
Images were collected under low dose conditions at a magnification of 43,750⫻ on a Philips CM-12 electron microscope
(Philips Electron Optics, Eindhoven, The Netherlands) with a
Teitz 1K ⫻ 1K CCD camera (TVIPS, Gauting, Germany).
Hydration and Preparation of NMR Sample
A hydrated state with water content of 200% by weight was
achieved by either one of the following two ways, and we have
confirmed that the results do not depend on the chosen strategy. The first strategy involved exposing lyophilized powder to
water vapor in a sealed chamber at 25 °C until the water content
reached saturating levels corresponding to ⬃40% by weight
(⬃12–16 h was sufficient to achieve this) followed by pipetting
the remaining water using deuterium-depleted H2O. The second strategy involved pipetting in all water as deuterium-depleted H2O and allowing the sample to equilibrate for 12–36 h.
The samples were packed in 5-mm NMR tubes (cut to 21 mm
length) using Teflon tape to center the sample volume in the
coil of the NMR probe. The amount of material packed varied
from 8 to 15 mg for leucine and valine-labeled peptides to
22–32 mg for methionine-labeled peptides.
Deuteron Solid-state NMR Spectroscopy
Experiments were performed on a 17.6 T spectrometer
equipped with a static probe operating at temperatures
between 140 and 380 K. Line-shape experiments were performed with a quadrupole echo pulse sequence based on an
eight-step phase cycle (55), with a delay of 31 s between 90o
pulses. Additional experimental details are given in the supplemental material.
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growth conditions. The resulting morphologies were confirmed with transmission electron microscopy imaging (Fig. 1
and supplemental Fig. S7). To sample the extent of homogeneity in the samples, 24 images per sample have been collected.
The representative spread in the morphologies is shown in supplemental Fig. S7.
D23N Protein—Preparation of the D23N protofibrils with
anti-parallel ␤-sheet structure utilized a two-step seeding/filtration cycle that takes advantage of the differences in fibril
formation rate between the parallel and anti-parallel structures
(13). The formation of the bulk sample in the final step took
around 5–7 days at 4 °C under quiescent conditions. For this
type of sample we have confirmed that a growth time under 5
days is clearly detrimental to the yield. The peptide concentration of the bulk sample was 0.5 mg/ml. Centrifugation for pelleting was performed at 425,000 ⫻ g at 4 °C.
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